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1. Introduction.

We recall that a C*-algebra A is said to be nuclear if for all C*-algebras B,
the natural *-homomorphism
A (m B-- A (min B
is *-isomorphism. The uhors proved in [2, Th. 3.1] h A is nuclear if nd
A --o A
only if here is ne of finite rnk completely positive contractions
which converge to he ideniy mapping in he point-norm opology (he sufficiency of his condition is due o Lnee [12, Th. 3.6].) On he oher hnd, if R
is yon Neumnn Mgebr, R is sMd o be semidiscrete if here is 8 ne of finite
rnk, completely positive, -wekly continuous contractions k R -, R which
converge o he idenfiy mp in he point-a-weak opology (see [10, 3] nd
Lemm 2.1 below). This propery also hs severM ensor produe formulations
(see [10, 4] and Lemm 2.1).
A nural problem hg was firs considered in [17, 3] nd [10, 6] is he
following

CONJECTURE. I] A is a C*-algebra, and A** is its enveloping

yon

Neumann

algebra, then the ]ollowing are equivalent:
(a) A** is semidiscrete,
(b) A is nuclear,
(c) A** is injective.
It was shown in [10, Th. 6.4] that (a)
(b) (c) (for the non-unital case one
may use [2, Th. 3.1] and Lemma 2.1 below). The coniecture is of considerable
interest since A** will be semidiscrete (resp., iniective) if and only if the weak
closure of A in any representation has that property. In addition, Tomiyama
has pointed out that an affirmative answer would imply that quotients and
extensions of nuclear C*-algebras are again nuclear (see [16, Prop. 8.4] and
Corollary 3.3).
Given a nuclear C*-algebra A and corresponding maps e A --* A, one might
be tempted to argue that the maps
ev** A**-, A** could be used to
prove that A** is semidiscrete. However, there seems to be no reason to believe
that the maps would converge on elements not in A.
Very recently, the authors received a preprint of [3] from A. Connes. In this
truly remarkable paper, Connes has shown among other things that if R is a
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